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1. PRESEnTATIOn
GRIPPA is a project started in 2004 by the Design Against Crime (DAC) 
investigation centre of Central Saint Martins College of Art and Design 
(London, UK). This project was developed to create “anti bag theft 
accessories and furniture” aimed at bars and restaurants.  Among the 
projects developed within this programme, the DAC produced a series 
of prototype hanging devices to be installed on tables to prevent the 
theft of customer handbags.  The first customer test was carried out 
between 2004 and 2007 and involved installing these devices in one of 
the restaurants of a well-known chain of bars in London (UK) to test 
their effectiveness. (1)

Between June and August 2008, in partnership with the UCL Jill Dando 
Institute for Crime Science and in collaboration with Elisava school of 
design (Barcelona) it was decided to carry out a new customer test of 
the GRIPPA, simultaneously in London (Wetherspoons) and Barcelona 
(Glaciar and Horiginal).

The results of this new comparative test between London and Barcelona 
will be a significant factor in the final GRIPPA project evaluation 
financed for the period 2006-2009 by the Arts and Humanities Research 
Council.

This report shows the results of the investigations carried out in the two 
bars chosen for the Barcelona test.

The key finding is the contradiction between the observations and the 
surveys:

On the one hand the majority of customers say the GRIPPA is well 
designed both for security and ease of use. On the other hand we have 
observed that most customers do not make use of the GRIPPA until 
they have been informed by the publicity materials, the waiter or the 
researcher. Despite the apparent low usage of the GRIPPA devices seen 
over the observation period, this study has helped us to learn more about 
the factors that tend to influence customer behaviour and about the 
evaluation of this project:  not only physical details but also contextual 
and social elements of management.  It tells us that in future we must 

insist on more communication, as much verbal as visual.  The observation 
period needs to be much longer to ensure the customers become used to 
using the GRIPPA.

(1) www.designagainstcrime.com
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2. THE GRIPPA PROTOTYPE.
A system of anti-theft bag hanging devices for use in public places such 
as bars, restaurants and terraces.

The different GRIPPA models are designed for the furniture of each 
location.

Four prototypes have been developed, two of which are red (type A and 
B).

Grippa Type A

Grippa Type B

Grippa Type C

Grippa Type D
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3. STUDY LOCATIOnS. 
The two establishments chosen for user tests in Barcelona are situated in 
the Ciutat Vella district, the oldest area and historical centre of the city. 

Glaciar bar a.  is situated in the Plaça Reial in the Gothic quarter.  
Its clients are mainly  tourists since it is close to the Rambla de 
Catalunya, one of the most popular tourist locations.

Horiginal bar b.  is situated on Calle Ferlandina in the Raval 
neighbourhood, next to the Plaça dels Àngels where there are 
cultural centres such as the MACBA, CCCB and FAD. Unlike the 
previous bar this one has a more regular clientele made up of 
people from the Raval neighbourhood, from other areas of the 
city and of tourists attracted by the culture of the district.

4. METHODOLOGY.
The observation and recording strategy used during the investigation 
is based on the observation methodology laid down by the DAC and 
adapted to specific location conditions by the Barcelona research team.

The process of investigation has the following phases:

Making plans of the internal and external space of both bars. +

Taking dimensions of the furniture (tables and chairs), inside and  +
outside the bars.

Observing customer habits. +

The aim of the investigation is to determine the method or methods of 
use of the GRIPPA by the customers of the bars and to identify possible 
design modifications. 

This report draws together the results of the field work carried out in the 
periods 24th – 29th March and 16th June – 9th July.

Location map of both places chosen for the user’s test.
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4.1. OBSERVATIOn OF PREVIOUS 
COnDITIOnS.

From 24th – 29th March the following was carried out:

Making plans of the internal and external space of both bars. +

Taking dimensions of the furniture (tables and chairs), inside and  +
outside the bars.

Observing customer habits.        +

These tools have allowed us to choose which type of GRIPPA is suitable 
for which type of furniture. At the same time, by observing customer 
habits we are able to see the impact the GRIPPA will have.

4.2. OBSERVATIOn OF THE USE OF THE 
GRIPPA.

From 16th June – 9th July the following was carried out:

Planning the installation and location of the different types of  +
GRIPPA.

Installing the project’s graphic communications. +

Observation of the use and impact of the GRIPPA on the  +
customers.

4.3.  InTERVIEWS AnD SURVEYS.

The surveys were carried out from the 2nd – 9th July, at different times 
of day, with the aim of:

Identifying the different situations and conditions in the bars once  a. 
the GRIPPA has been installed.

Finding out the different opinions and attitudes of the customers  b. 
towards the GRIPPA:

Details of the interviewees. +

Disposition of the bags in the bars. +

Use of the GRIPPA +

The project’s graphic communications +

Opinion of the product. +

Two models of survey were used depending on who was asked: 

Clients and possible users of the GRIPPA.  c. A structured 
survey was used. Questions were in a specific order and mostly 
with fixed answers. Surveys were written in Spanish and English 
due to the high number of tourists who frequent the bars.

Waiters. d.  It was thought useful to include this second group of 
interviewees as they have direct contact with the customers and 
can therefore bring much useful information to this study. A less 
structured survey was used with open questions which could be 
asked in an order suitable to the conversation.

In Annexe 1 you will find the two survey models.

The number of customer surveys carried out was determined by the 
saturation point of the information. The interviewers realised that 
after survey number 35 the responses obtained repeated themselves 
consistently. For this reason, and to verify that the point of saturation 
had been reached, 15 more surveys were carried out, after which data 
compilation was finalised.

Three waiters were interviewed in each bar so that all times of day would 
be represented (morning, midday, evening).
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4.4. EnVIROnMEnTAL FACTORS.

Two previously recognised factors were taken into account when carrying 
out the field work: the influence of the weather during the field work and 
impromptu events held in the areas surrounding the bars.

The fact that the field work was carried out in the spring meant that there 
were more customers using the terraces than inside the bars. This meant 
that the study had to be centred mostly on the GRIPPAs installed outside 
as the interior ones were little used especially in Glaciar.

With reference to the second aspect, from the 19th – 21st June the 
Advanced Music and Multimedia Art Festival: Sonar 2008 took place in 
the Plaça dels Àngels. An event like this limits the type of clientele and 
the general atmosphere of the bar.

4.4. ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS. GRIPPA PROJECT. 

5. RESULTS.
Below you will find the detailed results of the study of each bar, from 
the study of the bars themselves to the GRIPPA/furniture, GRIPPA/user 
relationship, graphic communications, surveys and conclusions..

Horiginal bar. +

Glaciar bar. +

Customer habits/bags relationship. +
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5.1. HORIGINAL BAR
5.1.1.  PREVIOUS CONDITIONS.

BAR NAME _Horiginal
ADDRESS_Calle Ferlandina, 29 – 08001 Barcelona
OPENING HOURS_08:30 a.m. – 01:00 a.m.
MANAGERS_Nuria Miret and Franc Vives
TELEPHONE_93 433 39 88
WEBSITE_www.horiginal.net

UBICACIÓN_ 
In the Ciutat Vella  district in the Raval neighbourhood, adjacent to 
Plaça dels Àngels.

CONTEXTO_ 
In the 1970s the Raval neighbourhood was a bohemian area of cabarets, 
prostitution and drugs, which like the rest of the Ciutat Vella district was 
run-down, with poor hygiene conditions.

The Calle Ferlandina, along with the rest of the Raval Norte 
neighbourhood, was reconstructed as part of the works to improve the 
centre of the city for the Barcelona Olympic Games of 1992.  The bar in 
question is in an area that has been repaved for pedestrians.

Various cultural centres (like the MACBA, the CCCB, and the FAD) and 
UB and Elisava university campuses have been established since the 
reconstruction.  Around the bar there is a vibrant new scene of youth 
hostels, galleries, design workshops and several bars and restaurants 
aimed mostly at a young clientele from outside the neighbourhood. That 
is to say a clientele different from those who live in the neighbourhood. 
(2)

However, due to the lack of open spaces in the Raval, Plaça dels Àngels 
is also a meeting place for many people from the neighbourhood, such as 
skateboarders, musicians and street vendors selling beer. (3)

(2) SARGATAL BATALLER, Ma Alba. Gentrificación e inmigración en los centros 
históricos: El caso del Barrio del Raval en barcelona. Scripta Nova. Revista Electrónica 
de Geografía y Ciencias Sociales. nº94 (66). Barcelona: Universidad de Barcelona, 2001. 
http://www.ub.es/geocrit/sn-94-66.htm
(3) PUIG, Núria y MAZA, Gaspar. Barcelona: Espai públic urbà i esport. Ajuntament de 
Barcelona, 2001. http://olympicstudies.uab.es/espaispublics/  
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SECTIONS_
The bar/restaurant Horiginal is divided into 3 sections: terrace, bar and 
restaurant.

There is a fourth section at the back of the bar which does not form part 
of the study by request of the management as it is the base for a poetry 
association.

SECURITY_
The bar only has one hand-written poster warning  “watch your bag” 
which is in the corridor between the bar and the restaurant.

The bar is fitted with small hooks.

CUSTOMERS
The bar/restaurant Horiginal has an aesthetic characteristic of the world 
of poetry and art, non-elitist, and is aimed at a clientele distinct from 
the population of the neighbourhood.  Its clientele varies from regular 
customers living inside or outside the area to tourists who are visiting 
the local museums or galleries.

From breakfast to lunch time the customers are regulars living and 
working in the area. The atmosphere is quiet, with few people.

From 11:30 h. groups of local university students come for lunch turning 
the terrace and bar areas into a meeting place until lunch time. The 
atmosphere is lively with more people.

At lunch time and coffee time, between 13.30 h. and 17.00 h. the 
restaurant attracts customers who work in the area and tourists. The 
atmosphere is lively with many people.

Until 19:00 h. the bar remains very quiet with individual customers at 
the bar and on the terrace. From this time the rhythm of the bar changes 
again with the arrival of the mainly young clientele from outside the 
neighbourhood.

From 21:00 h. the bar and restaurant customers mix, resulting in a noisy 
atmosphere with lots of people. The atmosphere stays this way until 
closing time.

At the weekends the ambience turns into that of a nocturnal bar, popular 
in the area.

terrace 30 m2

bar + restaurant 115 m2

total_ 145 m2

stools_ 5
chairs inside_ 74
chairs outside_ 32
tables inside_ 25
tables outside_ 8

GENERAL DATA_previous conditions
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OBSERVATIONS_ 
The Calle Ferlandina is one of the roads leading to the Plaça dels Àngels; 
a meeting point and an area with different cultural centres. Moreover, 
the bar/restaurant Horiginal is situated in one of the entrances to the 
Joan Coromines square, which has a bicycle parking facility. For these 
reasons there is a constant stream of people passing by the bar and the 
terrace.

terrace 30 m2
Chairs_74
Tables_8
Table type_F (*)

TERRACE AREA_previous conditions.

5.1.1. PREVIOUS CONDITIONS. BAR HORIGINAL. GRIPPA PROJECT. 

(*) more details on the Horiginal table types page.

Diurnal sight of the terrace of the Bar Horiginal. Night sight of the terrace of the Bar Horiginal.
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OBSERVATIONS_ 
The bar counter is fitted with hooks for bags.
At night time the lights are dimmed to create a nocturnal bar 
atmosphere.

bar 35 m2
Chairs_20
Tables_6
Table type_A,B,C (*)

BAR AREA_previous conditions.
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(*) more details on the Horiginal table types page.

Sight towards the door entry.. General sight of the zone bar of the Horiginal. Sign. Hangers of the bar.
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OBSERVATIONS_ 
During the day the restaurant is brightly lit and the tables are not laid, 
whereas at dinner time the lighting is dimmer and tablecloths are present 
on all the tables.
In order to access the cigarette machine you have to cross the bar and 
restaurant to a small room at the back of the bar.
There is a central, round table that is always covered with a long tablecloth 
which would cover the GRIPPA. This table has therefore been excluded 
from the study

bar 55 m2
Chairs_54
Tables_19
Table type_A,B,D,E (*)

RESTAURANT AREA_previous conditions.

(*) more details on the Horiginal table types page.

General sight of the zone restaurant of the bar Horiginal during the dinner. General sight of the zone restaurant of the bar Horiginal during the lunch.
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TABLE TYPE A ( 8 units.)

Materials_wood (tabletop), iron (legs)
GRIPPA_models A and B on the underside of the tabletop.

TABLE TYPE D ( 4 units.)

Materials_chipboard (tabletop), steel (legs)
GRIPPA_models A and B on the underside of the tabletop.

TABLE TYPE B ( 3 units.)

Materials_wood (tabletop), iron (legs)
GRIPPA_models A and B on the underside of the tabletop.

TABLE TYPE E ( 7 units.)

materiales_ wood (tabletop and legs)
GRIPPA_models A and B in the corner between the legs and the tabletop.

TABLE TYPE C ( 2 units.)

Materials_wood (tabletop), iron (legs)
GRIPPA_models A and B on the underside of the tabletop.

TABLE TYPE F ( 8 units.)

materiales_aluminium plated with a chipboard core (tabletop), 
aluminium (legs)
GRIPPA_ models A and B on the underside of the tabletop, problem of 
visibility with the tablecloth.

FURNITURE TYPE_previous conditions.
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Measurements in centimetres.




